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MASSACHUSETTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL
Original Narrative Reprints - 6 
NEW ENG LANDS PROSPECT 
A true, lively and experimental 1 description of that part 
of America, commonly called New England: discovering the state 
of that Countrie, both as it stands to our new-come English 
planters; and to the old Native Inhabitants. 
William Wood 
WOODS NEW ENGLANDS PROSPECT, as it is now 
called, was first published in London early in 1634, 
and passed through succeeding editions in 1635, 
1637, 1639, and in Boston in 1764 and 1865. It was 
reprinted exactly from the corrected edition, saving 
only that the modern s was used, by Eben Moody 
Boynton, of West Newbury, in 1898. He preserves the 
original spellings, which we reproduce, in all their 
perplexities. From Mr. Moody's introduction we take 
the following data. 
William Wood came to New England in 1629, 
along with his father, John Wood. He was then twenty-
three years old. He appears to have been commissioned 
to report on the country for the benefit of the Puri-
tans in England, and their sympathizers. The Woods 
settled in Lynn in 1629. From this center William 
Wood made journeys along the shores and streams of 
eastern Massachusetts. He visited Boston when its 
only inhabitants were Indians and the wild creatures 
of the forest. 
The map which he published shows "that he 
visited and carefully located every settlement, in-
cluding the first in the Merrimac Valley, (which 
river does not even appear on Captain Smith's map 
of 1616). 
William Wood returned to Lynn, from England, 
in 163~, after the publicatio~ of his book. "He re-
presented that settlement in the Massachusetts 
Legislature in 1636. He led a colony of fifty to 
Sandwich, Mass., in 1637, and then disappears from 
the printed records." 
The following excerpts are taken from the 
second part of Wood's book, that dealing with the 
Indians. In order not to spoil the continuity we 
have inserted only the principal reference to the 
pages in Mr. Boynton's reprint, for the benefit of 
those who wish to turn to that for further reading. 
THE SECOND PART. 
Of the Indians, their persons, cloa-
things, diet, natures, cus tomes , lawes, mar-
riages, worships, conjurations, warres, 
games, huntings, fishings, sports, 
language, death, and burials. 
CHAPTER l-
Of the Connectacuts, Mowhacks, or such Indians as 
are West-ward. 
P. 59 "The country as it is in relation to the In-
dians is divided as it were into Shires, every 
severall division being swayde by a severall king. 
The Indians '- to the East and North east, bearing the 
name of Churchers, and Tarrenteenes. These in the 
Southerne parts be called Pequants, and Narraganssts; 
those who are seated West-ward be called Connecta-
cuts, and Mowhacks: Our Indians that live to the 
North-ward of them be called Aberginians, WQo before 
the sweeping Plague, were an Inhabitant nor fearing, 
but rather sC9rning the confrontments of such as 
now count them ' but the scumme of the country, and 
would soone roote them out of their native possess-
ions were it not for the English. 
These are a cruell bloody people, which were 
wont to come downe upon their poore neighbours with 
more than bruitish savagenesse, spoyling of their 
Corne, burning of their houses, slaying men, ravish-
ing women, yea very Caniballs they were, sometimes 
eating on a man one part after another before his 
face, and while yet living; in so much that the very 
name of a Mowhack would strike the heart of a poore 
Abergenian dead, were there not hopes at hand of re-
leese from English to succour them." 
P. 61 "These Indians be more desperate in warres 
~the other Indians; which proceeds not onely from 
the fiercenesse of their natures, but also in that 
they know themselves to be better armed and weaponed; 
all of them wearing sea horse skinnes and barkes of 
trees, made by their Art as impenitrable it ~ thought 
as steele, wearing head peeces of the same, under 
which they march securely and undantedly, running, 
and fiercely crying out, Hadree Hadree succomee 
succomee we come we come to sucke your blood, not 
fearing the feathered shafts of the strong-armed bow-
men, but like unruly headstrong stallions beate them 
downe with their right hand Tamahaukes, and left hand 
Iavelins, being all the weapons which they use, count-
ing bowes a cowardly fight. Tamahaukes be staves of 
two foote and a halfe long, and a knob at one end 
as round and bigge as a footeball: a Iavelin is a 
short speare, headed with sharpe sea-horse teeth; 
one blow or thrust with these strange weapons, will 
not neede a second to hasten death, from a Mowhackes 
arme." 
CHAPTER III. 
Of the Pequants and Narragansets, Indians inhabiting 
Southward. 
P. 64 "The Pequants be a stately warlike people, 
of whom t never heard any misdemeanour; but that they 
were iust and equall in their dealings; not treacher-
ous either to their Country-men, or English: Re-
quiters of courtesies, affable towards the English. 
Their next neighbours the Narragansets, be at this 
present the most numerous people in those parts, the 
most rich also, and the most industrious; being the 
store-house of all such kind of wild Merchandize as 
is amongst them. These men are the most cUrious 
mintors of their Wampompeage and Mowhakes, which they 
forme out of the inmost wreaths of Periwinkle-shels. 
The Northerne, ~asterne, and Westerne Indians fetch 
all their Coyne from these Southerne Mint-masters. 
From hence they have most ot their curious Pendants 
& Bracelets; from hence they have their great stone-
pipes, which wil hold a quarter of an ounce of 
T[cbacco, which they make wi th steel-drils and other 
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instruments; such is their ingenuity & dexterity, that 
they can imitate the English mold so accurately, that 
were it not for matter and colour it were hard to 
distinguish them; they make them of greene, & some-
times of blacke stone; they be much desired of our 
English Tobaconists, for their rarity, strength, 
handsomnesse, and coolnesse. Hence likewise our In-
dians had their pots wherein they used to seeth their 
victuals before they knew the use of Brasse." 
CHAPTER V. 
Of their Apparell, Ornaments, Paintings, and other 
artificiall deckings. 
P. 68 "Now these naked bodies may seeme too weake 
to withstand the assaulting heat of their parching 
Summers, and the piercing cold of the icie Winters, 
or it may be surmised that these earthly fabricks 
should be wasted to nothing by the tempestuous dash-
ings of wind-driven raines, having neither that which 
may warme within, or shelter without; yet these things 
they looke not after, saving a paire of Indian Breec-
hes to cover that which modestly commands to be hid, 
which is but a peece of cloth a yard and a halfe long, 
put betweene their groinings, tied with a snakes 
skinne about their middles, one end hanging downe with 
a flap before, the other like a taile behinde. In 
the Winter time the more aged of them weare leather 
drawers, in forme like Irish trouses, fastned under 
their girdle with buttons; they weare shooes likewise 
of their owne making cut out of a Mooses hide, many 
of them weare skinnes about them, in forme of an 
Irish mantle, and of these some be Beares skinnes, 
Mooses skinnes, and Beaver skinnes sewed together, ot-
ter skinnes, and Rackoone skinnes; most of them in the 
Winter having his deepe furr'd cat skinn~, like a 
long large muffe, which hee shifts to that arme which 
lieth most expos ted to the winde." 
P. 69 •••• "Although they be thus poore, yet is 
there in them the sparkes of naturall pride, which 
appeares in their longing desire after many kinde of 
ornaments, wearing pendants in their eares, as formes 
of birds, beasts, and fishes, carved out of bone, 
shels, and stone, with long bracelets of their cur-
ious wrought wampompeage and mowhackees, which they 
put about their necks and loynes; these they count 
a rare kinde of decking; many of the better sort 
bearing upon their cheekes certaine pourtraitures 
of beasts, as Beares, Deares, Mooses, Wolves, &c, 
some of fowls, as of Eagles, Hawkes, &c. which be 
not a superficiall painting, but a certaine' incision, 
or else a raising of their skin by a small sharpe 
instrument, under which they conveigh a certain kind 
of black unchangeable inke, which makes the desired 
forme apparent and permanent. Others have certaine 
round Impressions downe the outside of their armes 
and brests, in forme of mullets or spur-rowels, which 
they imprint by sear~ng irons, whether these be foiles 
to illustrate their unparalleld beauty (as they 
deeme it) or Armes to blazon their antique Gentilitie, 
I cannot easily determine: but a Sagamore with a 
Humberd in his eare for a pendant, a black hawke on 
his occiput for his plume, Mowhackees for his gold 
chaine, good store of Wampompeage begirting his loynes, 
his bow in his hand, his quiver at his back, with 
six naked Indian spatterlashes at his heeles for his 
guard, thinkes himselfe little inferiour to the great 
Cham; hee will not stick to say, hee is all one with 
King Charles., •• " 
CHAPTER VI. 
Of their dyet, cookery, meale-ti~es, and hospitality 
at their Kettles. 
Page 70 •••• nIn Winter-time they have all manner 
of fowles of the water and of the land, & beasts 
of the land and water, pond-fish, with Catharres 
and other rootes, Indian beanes and Clamms. In the 
Summer they have all manner of Sea-fish, with all 
sorts of Berries. For the ordering of their vic-
tuals, they boile or roast them, having large 
Kettles which they traded for with the French long 
since, and doe still buy of the English as their 
neede requires, before they had substantiall ear-
then pots of their owne making. Their spits are 
no other than cloven sticks sharped at one end 
to thrust into the ground; into these cloven sticks 
they thrust the flesh or fish they would have 
rosted, behemming a round fire with a dozen of spits 
at a time, turning them as they see occasion." 
Page 71 .••• "They seldome or never make bread of 
their Indian corne, but seeth it whole like beanes, 
eating three or foure cornes with a mouthfull of 
fish or flesh, sometimes eating meate first, and 
cornes after, filling chinkes with their broth. In 
Summer, when their corne is spent, Isquoutersquashes 
is their best bread, a fruite like a young Pumpion ••• 
If their imperious occasions cause them to travell, 
the best of their victuals for their journey is Nocake, 
(as they call it) which is nothing but Indian Corne 
parched in the hot ashes; the ashes being sifted from 
it, it is afterward beaten to powder, and put into a 
long leatherne bag, trussed at their backe like a 
knapsacke; out of which they take thrice three spoone-
fulls a day, dividing it into three meales. If it be 
in Winter, and Snow be on the ground, they can eate 
when they please, stopping Snow after their dusty 
victuals, which otherwise would feed the little 
better than a Tiburne halter. In Sumer they must 
stay till they meete with a Spring or Brooke, where 
they may have water to prevent the imminent danger 
of choaking, with this strange viaticum they will 
travell foure or five daies together, with loads 
fitter for Elephants than men. But though they can 
fare so hardly abroad, at home their chaps must 
walke night and day as long as they have it. They 
keepe no set meales, their store being spent, they 
champe on the bit, till they meete with fresh sup-
plies, either from their owne endeavours, or their 
wives industry, who trudge to the Clam-bankes when 
all other meanes faile. Though they be sometimes 
scanted, yet are they as free as Emperours, both 
to their Country-men and English, be he stranger, 
or neare acquaintance; counting it a great discour-
tesie, not to eate of their high-conceited deli-
cates, and sup of their un-oat-meal'd broth, made 
thicke with Fishes, Fowles, and Beasts boyled all 
together; some remaining raw, the rest converted by 
over-much seething to a loathed mash, not halfe so 
good as Irish Boniclapper." 
CHAPTER XIII. 
Their games and sports of activitie. 
P. 90 "BVt to leave their warres, and to speake 
of their games in which they are more delighted 
and better experienced, spending halfe their dayes 
in gaming and lazing. They have two sorts of games, 
one called Puim, the other Hubbub, not much unlike 
Cards and Dice, being no other than Lotterie. Puim 
is 50. or 60. small Bents of a foote long which 
they divide to the number of their gamesters, shuf-
fling them first betweene the palmes of their hands; 
he that hath more than his fellow is so much the 
forwarder in his game: many other strange whim-
seyes be in this game; which would be too long to 
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The South part of New-England, as It 1$ 
Planted this yeare, 1634. 
Fig. 8--Reproduction of William Wood's Map of New England. 
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commit to paper; hee that is a noted gamster, hath a 
great hole in his eare wherein hee carries his Puims 
in defiance of his antagonists. Hubbub is five small 
Bones in a small smooth Tray, the bones bee like a 
Die, but something flatter, blacke on the one side and 
white on the other, which they place on the ground, 
against which violently thumping the platter, the 
bones mount changing colours wi th the windy whisking 
of their handa too and fro; which action in that 
sport they much use, smitting themselves on the breast, 
and thighs, crying out, Hub, Hub, Hub; they may be 
heard play at this game a quarter of a mile off. The 
bones being all blacke or white, make a double game; 
if three be of a colour and two of another, then they 
aff~ard but a single game; foure of a colour and one 
differing is nothing; so long as a man winns, he keepes 
the Tray: but if he loose, the next man takes it. 
They are so bewitched with these two games, that they 
will loose sometimes all they have, Beaver, Moose-
skinnes, Kettles, wampompeage, Mowhackies, Hatchets, 
Knives, all is confiscate by these two games. For 
their sports of activitie they have commonly but three 
or foure; as footeball, shooting, running and swim-
ming: when they play country against country, there 
are rich Goales, all behung with Wampompeage, Mow-
hackies, Beaver skins, and blacke otter skinnes. It 
would exceede the beleefe of many to relate the worth 
of one Goale, wherefore it shall be namelesse. Their 
Goales be a mile long placed on the sands, which are 
as even as a board; their ball is no bigger than a 
hand-ball, which sometimes they mount in the Aire 
with their naked feete, sometimes it is swayed by the 
multitude; sometimes also it is two dayes before they 
get a Goale, then they marke tHe ground they winne, 
and beginne there the next d~. Before they come to 
this sport, they paint themselves, even as when they 
goe to warre, in pollicie to prevent future mischiefe, 
because no man should know him that moved his patience 
or accidentally hurt his person, taking away the oc-
casion of studying revenge. Before they begin their 
armes be disordered, and hung upon some neighbour-
ing tree, after which they make a long scrowle on the 
sand, over which they shake loving hands, and with 
laughing hearts scuffle for victorie. While the men 
pl~ the boyes pipe, and the women dance and sing tro-
phies of their husbands conquests; all being done a 
feast summons their departure. It is most delight to 
see them play, in smaller companies, when men may 
view their swift footemanship, their curious tossings 
of their Ball, their flouncing into the water, their 
lubberlike wrestling, having no cunning at all in 
that kind, one English being able to beate ten 
Indians at footeball." 
CHAPTER X'J. 
Of their huntings: 
P.92 "For their hunting, it is to be noted that 
they have no swift f oote Grayhounds, to let slippe at 
the sight of the .Deere, no deepe mouthed hounds, or 
senting beagles, to finde out their desired prey; 
themselves are all this, who in that time of the yeere , 
when the Deere comes downe, having certaine hunting 
houses, in such places where they know the Deere usual-
ly doth frequent, in which they keep their randevowes, 
their snares and all their accoutraments for that 
employment: when they get sight of a Deere, Moose or 
Beare, they studie how to get the wind of him, and 
approaching within shot, stab their marke quite 
through, if the bones hinder not. The chiefe thing 
they hunt after is Deere, Mooses, and Beares, it 
greeves them more to see an English man take one Deere, 
than a thousand Acres of land: they hunt likewise 
after Wolves, and wild Catts, Rackoones, Otters, 
Beavers, Musquashes, trading both their skinnes 
and flesh to the English. Besides their artillery, 
they have other devices to kill their game, as 
sometimes hedges a mile or two miles long, being 
a mile wide at one end, and made narrower and nar-
rower by degrees, leaving onely a gap of sixe 
foote long, over against which, in the day time they 
lye lurking to shoot the Deere which come through 
that narrow gut; so many as come within the circum-
ference of that hedge, seldome returne backe to 
leape over, unlesse they be forced by the chasin~ 
of some ravenous Wolfe, or sight of some accidenta-
tall passinger; in the night at the ~t of this 
hedge, they set Deere traps, which are springes made 
of young trees, and smooth wrought coards; to strong 
as it will tosse a horse if hee be caught in it •••• 
• •••• In these traps Deeres, Mooses, Beares, Wolves, 
Catts, and Foxes, are often caught. For their 
Beavers and Otters, they have other kinde of trappes, 
so ponderous as is unsupportable for such creatures, 
the massie burthen whereof either takes them pris-
oners, or expells their breath from their squised 
bodyes. These kinde of creatures would gnaw the 
other kind of trappes asunder, with their sharpe 
teeth: these beasts are too cunning for the English, 
who seldome or never catch any of the, therefore 
·we leave them to those skilfull hunters whose time 
is not so precious, whose experience bought-skill 
hath made them practicall and usefull in that par-
ticular." 
CHAPTER X'JI. 
Of their Fishings. 
P. 94 ~Of their fishing, in this trade they be 
very-expert, bei~ experienced in the knowledge of 
all baites, fitting sundry baites for severall 
fishes, and diverse seasons; being not ignorant 
likewise of the removall of fishes, knowing when to 
fish in rivers, and when at rO'ckes, when in Baies, 
and when at Seas: since the English came they be 
furnished with English hookes and lines, before they 
made them of their owne hempe more curiously wrought, 
of stronger materials than ours, hooked with bone 
hookes: but lazinesse drives them to buy more than 
profit or commendations winnes them to make of their 
owne; they make likewise very strong Sturgeon nets 
with which they catch Sturgeons of 12,14, and 16, 
some 18 foote long in the day time, in the night 
time they betake them to their Burtchen Cannows, 
in which they carry a forty fathome line, with a 
sharpe bearded dart, fastned at the end thereof; then 
lightning a blazing torch made of Burcthen rindes, 
they weave it too and againe by their Cannow side, 
which the Sturgeon much delighted with, Gomes to them 
tumbling and playing, turning up his white belly, 
into which they thrust their launce, his backe being 
impenetrable; which done they haile to the shore 
their strugling prize. They have often recourse unto 
the rockes whereupon the sea beates, in warme weather 
to looke out for sleepie Seales, whose oyle they much 
esteeme, using it for divers things. In summer they 
seldame fish any where but in salt, in winter in the 
fresh water and 'ponds; in frostie weather they cut 
round holes in the yce, about which they wil sit like 
so many apes, on their naked breeches upon the con-
gealed yce, catching of Pikes, Pearches, Breames, and 
other sorts of fresh water fish. 
CHAPTER X'JII 
Of their Arts and Manufactures 
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P. 95 "Of their severall Arts and imployments, as 
first in dressing of all manner of skinnes, which they 
doe by scraping and rubbing, afterwards paintin~ them 
with antique embroyderings in unchangeable colours, 
sometimes they take off the haire, especially if it 
bee not killed in season. Their bowes they make of a 
handsome shape, strung commonly with the sinnewes of 
Mooses; their arrowes are made of young Elderne, 
feathered with feathers of Eagles wings and tailes, 
headed with brasse in shape of a heart or triangle, 
fastned in a slender peece of wood sixe or 8 inches 
long, which is framed to put loose in the pithie 
Elderne, that is bound fast for riving: their arrowes 
be made in this manner because the arrow might shake 
from his head and be left behind for their finding, 
and the pile onely remaine to gaule the wounded beast. 
Their cordage is 50 even, 50ft, and smooth, that it 
lookes more like silke than hempe; their St~rgeon 
netts be not deepe, not above JO. or 40. foote long, 
which in ebbing low waters they stake fast to the 
ground, where they are sure the Sturgeon will come, 
never looking more at it, till the next low water. 
Their Cannows be made either of Pinetrees, which be-
fore they were acquainted with English tooles, they 
burned hollow, scraping them smooth with Clam-shels 
and Oyster-shels, cutting their out-side with stone-
hatchets: These Boates be not above a foot and a 
halfe, or two feete wide, and twenty foote long. Their 
other Cannows be made of thinne Birch-rines, close 
ribbed on the in-side with broad thinne hoopes, like 
the hoopes of a Tub; these are made very light, a man 
may carry nne of them a mile, being made purposely 
to carry from River to River, and Bay to Bay, to 
shorten Land-passages. In these cockling fly-boates, 
wherein an English man tan scarce sit without a feare-
full tottering, they will venture to Sea, when an Eng-
lish Shallope dare not be are a knot of sayle; scudd-
ing over the overgrowne waves as fast as a winde-driven 
by their padles; being much like battle doores; if a 
crosse wave (as is seldome) turne her keele up-side 
downe, they by swimming free her, and scramble into 
her againe." 
CHAPTER XX. 
Of their women, their dispositions, employments, usage 
by their husbands, their apparell, and 
modesty. 
P. 99 "To satisfie the curious eye of women-readers, 
who otherwise might thinke their sex forgott~n, or 
not worthy a record, let them peruse these few lines, 
wherein they may see their owne happinesse, if 
weighed in the womans balance of these ruder Indians •• 
•••• Their employments be many: First their building 
of houses, whose frames are formed like our garden-
arbours, something more round, very strong and hand-
some, covered with close-wrought mats of their owne 
weaving, which deny entrance to any drop of raine, 
though it come both fierce and long, neither can the 
piercing North winde finde a crannie, through which 
he can conve~gh his cooling breath, they be warmer 
than our English houses; at the top is a square hole 
for the smoakes evacuation, which in rainy weather 
is covered with a pluver; these bee such smoakie 
dwellings, that when there is good fire'S, they are 
not able to stand up-right, but lie all along under 
the smoake, never using any stooles or chaires, it 
being as rare- to see an Indian sit on a stoole at 
home, as it is strange to see an English man sit on 
his heeles abroad. Their houses are smaller in the 
Summer, when their families be dispersed, by rea-
son of heate and occasi ons. In Winter they make some 
fiftie or threescore foote long, fortie or fiftie men 
being inmates under one roofe; and as is their hus-
bands occasion these poore tectonists are often 
troubled like snailes, to Carrie their houses on 
their backs sometime to fishing-places, other times 
to hunting-places, after that to a planting place, 
where it abides the longest I an other work is their 
planting of corne, wherein they exceede our English 
husband-men, keeping it so cleare with their Clamme 
shell-hooes, as if it were a garden rather than a 
corne-field, not suffering a choaking weede to 
advance his audacious head above their infant corne, 
or an undermining worme to spoile his spurnes. Their 
corne being ripe, they gather it, and drying it hard 
in the Sunne, conveigh it to their barnes, which be 
great holes digged in the ground in forme of a 
brasse pot, seeled with rinds of trees, wherein they 
put their corne, covering it from the inquisitive 
search of their gurmandizing husbands, 'who would eate 
up both their allowed portion, and reserved seede, 
if they knew where to finde it. But our hogges hav-
ing found a way to unhindge their barne doores, and 
robbe their garners, they are glad to implore their 
husbands helpe to roule the bodies of trees over 
their holes, to prevent those pioners, whose thee-
verie they as much hate as their flesh. An other of 
their employments is their Summer processions to get 
Lobsters for their husbands, wherewith they baite 
their hookes when they goe a fishing for Basse or 
Codfish. This is an every dayes walke, be the weather 
cold or hot, the waters rough or calme, they must 
dive sometimes over head and eares for a Lobster, 
which often shakes them by their hands with a chur-
lish nippe, and bids them adiew. The tide being 
spent, they trudge home two or three miies, with a 
hundred weight of Lobsters at their backs, and if none, 
a hundred scoules meete them at home, and a hungry 
belly for two dayes after. Their husbands having 
caught any fish, they bring it in their boates as 
farre as they can by water, and there leave it: as 
it was their care to catch it, so it must be their 
wives paines to fetch it home, or fast: which done, 
they must dresse it and cooke it, dish it, and pre-
sent it, see it eaten over their shoulders; and 
their loggerships having filled their paunches, their 
sweete lullabies scramble for their scrappes. In 
the Summer these Indian women when Lobsters be in 
their plenty and prime, they drie them to keepe for 
Winter, erecting scaffolds in the hot sun-shine, mak-
ing fires likewise underneath them, by whose smoake 
the flies are expelled, till the substance remain hard 
and drie. In this manner they drie Basse and other 
fishes without salt, cutting them very thinne to dry 
suddainely, before the flies spoile them, or the raine 
moist them, having a speciall care to hang them in 
their smoakie houses, in the night and dankish weather. 
In Summer they gather flagges, of which the,y 
make Watts for houses, and Hempe and Rushes, with 
dying stuffe of which they make curious baskets with 
inter-mixed colours and protractures of antique 
Imageriel tpese baskets be of all sizes from a quart 
to a quarter, in which they carry their luggage. In 
winter time they are their husbands Caterers, trudg-
ing to the Clamm bankes for their belly timber, and 
their porters to lugge home their Venison which their 
lazinesse exposes to the Woolves till they impose 
it upon their wives shoulders. They likewise Sew 
their husbands shooes, and weave' coates of Turkie 
feathers, besides all their ordinary household drud-
gerie which daily lies upon them, so that a bigge 
bel lie hinders no businesse, nor a childebirth takes 
much time, but the young Infant being greased and 
sooted, wrapt in a Beaver skin, bound to his good 
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behaviour with his feete up to his bumme, upon a 
board two foote long and one foote broade, his face 
exposed · to all nipping weather; this little Pappouse 
travells about with his bare footed mother to pad-
dle in the Icie Clamm-bankes after three or foure days 
of age have sealed his passeboard and his mothers re-
coverie. " 
PRE-HISTORIC RELICS FROM BEVERLY 
(With Two Plates) 
Contributed by John Robinson 
[Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. XXVII, 1895.] 
On July 21, 1~7l, a very interesting collect-
io~ of prehistoric objects was obtained by the Peabody 
Academy of Science from three graves, accidentally 
discovered on Lovett Street, Beverly, by workmen en-
gaged in digging a trench. Some account of these ob-
jects will be found on page 125 of the Bulletin of 
the Essex Institute for 1871, Vol. III, as announced 
by Mr. F. W. Putnam at an Institute field meeting 
held at Ship Rock, Peabody, August 2, 1871. It was 
intended to give a fuller description of this collec-
tion, with illustrations, in the "American Naturalist" 
magazine, but this was never done. Professor Putnam 
also intended to contribute, to the memoirs of the 
Peabody Academy, an article on the pre-historic graves 
in Essex County; but, later, this plan was relinq-
uished. For this last purpose, however, two excell-· 
ent lithographic plates were prepared by Mr. G. M. 
White, and printed. It is now thou~h well to use 
these plates for the Institute Bulletin, and they are 
introduced here as supplementarY to the article of 
1871, Vol. III, pp . 123-5, above mentioned. 
The plates cover the more interesting objects 
found in the three graves at Beverly and ~ay be des-
cribed as follows:--
PLATE I. 
Fig. 1. Pipe, peridotite; very probably made of the 
rock, conmonly called soapstone, from the 
Andover outcrop. 
Fig. 2. Knife blade of Marblehead felsite. 
Fig. 3. Spear-head of Marblehead felsite. 
Fig. 4. Celt or skin dresser of diorite. 
PLATE II. 
Fig. 1- Slate stone marked as shown. 
Fig. 2. Slate tablet, very probably made of the Brad-
ford rock. 
Fig. 3. Slate tablet, as last. 
Fig. 4. Tablet of prophyritic dyke rock. It shows 
indication of the beginning of a hole at the 
smaller end as in figure 2. 
All of the objects are drawn actual size. In 
addition to the objects figured, there are in this 
collection from the Beverly graves, another tablet, 
similar to fig. 2, Plate II, but of a libhter colored 
slate; a porphyritic dyke rock pebble, with indenta-
tions on the edge; two flat pieces of sandstone, evid-
ently used for rubbing or sharpening implements; a 
flat slate stone and two pebbles showing traces of 
ochre upon them; and several thin pieces of mus covite 
mica of the Andover form of this mineral. The identi-
fication of the rock materials has been made by Mr. 
Sears. There is no reason to suppose that these im-
plements originated outside of Essex County; for, in 
each case, a rock of precisely the same character 
as the object is found within the limits of the coun-
try. 
There are, in the county collections of the 
Peabody Academy, a large number of interesting objects 
obtained from pre-historic graves, or graves of the 
people of the pre-historic race which occupied this 
region, although from the finding of European beads 
and copper trinkets in connection with aboriginal 
stone implements, these latter burials must have been 
made after the year 1500, when Europeans had visited 
our shores. In the case of the Beverly graves from 
which the objects figured were obtained, unless the 
pipes are of Eurupean workmanship, or were made with 
tools obtained from the early voyagers, the age may 
be placed at more than 350 years. If, however, the 
pipes were made by Europeans or with tools obtained 
from them, then 270 to 350 years would be a safer 
estimate for the age of the objects found; they un-
doubtedly antedate the permanent settlement of the 
region in 1626. 
Peabody Academy of .science 
January 19, 1897. 
NOTES ON PRE-HISTORIC RELICS 
FROM 
THREE BEVERLY GRAVES 
Ripley P. Bullen 
These notes have been written to complete as 
much as possible the record of the three Beverly 
graves covered by the foregoing reprint. Through the 
courtesy and assistance of Yr. Ernest Dodge of the 
Peabody ~useum, Salem, Massachusetts, the author was 
able to examine the specimens which, years ago, were 
transferred from the Peabody Academy of S~ience to 
the Peabody Museum, Salem. 
The contents of these graves were first an-
nounced at the Aug. 2, 1871 field meeting of the 
Essex Institute held near "Ship Rock", Peabody. F. W. 
Putnam exhibited the specimens which had been found 
the month before and donated to the Peabody Academy 
of . Science by John Lovett of Beverly and Messrs David 
Moore, John Felt, C. Cooke, and F. W. Putnam. From 
the minutes of this meeting it is evident that the 
graves were found by workmen and part of the specimens 
removed. PUtnam was then notified and he with others 
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finished the removal of the graves. 
That portion of the minutes referring to the 
field work says, "The graves were on the top of a 
large gravel hill and had been scooped out, and after 
the body had been put in the grave had been filled 
in with the surface soil and not with the gravel taken 
out, as was distinctly seen, as these graves were 
reached not by digging down 'from the top but by coming 
on them from the side in digging away the hill, thus 
exposing them in section." 
The complete inventory from these graves is 
given in the reprint except for the omission of a 
small portion of a skull, the enamel from one molar 
tooth, and two additional platform pipes. 
The collection was not segregated by graves ex-
cept that of three platform pipes found, two came from 
one grave, one from a second, and none from the third. 
One pipe was not donated and so cannot be described. 
Of the two pipes available the one illustrated 
in the reprint had three holes drilled from the bot-
tom upwards along the broken edge and had been decor-
ated on the bottom as shown in Fig. 10. The other 
pipe was similar but both ends of the platform were 
broken off. Four holes had been drilled from the bot-
tom upwards near the corners of the remaining portion 
of the platform. It appears evident that these holes 
represent, attempts at reRair work. These pi~s still 
retain red ochre in the irregularities of the breaks 
and in the drilled holes. 
Figure 10 
The "celt or skin dresser"--Plate I, No.4 of 
the reprint, our Figure 9A 4, has been a little im-
proved upon by the artist. The actual specimen looks 
more like a beach pebble than one would infer from the 
illustration. It exhibits possible abrasion or peck 
marks on one edge and seems smoothed in places but 
bears no striations. It shows evidence of contact with 
red ochre. 
The large blade is well chipped and the ar-
row point crudely chipped of prophyritic felsite of 
the type found at Uarblehead Neck. They exhibit 
little if any patination. 
The middle portion of the design on the in-
cised fragment of slate does look like a house as 
shown in the reprint. The similarity of the rest 
of this decoration to that on the bottom of one of 
the pipes (Fig. 10) is evident. This fragment of in-
cised slate does not today show evidence of red 
ochre. It was, however, catalogued at a slightly 
later date than the rest of the collection and may 
have been more thoroughly cleaned. 
There were two pendants (single hole gorgets) 
like the one illustrated with notches at the top. 
The one not illustrated has a "sharpening" groove on 
one side indicating use as a hone. On the other 
illustrated pendant -- Plate II, No. 4 of the reprint, 
our i"igure 9B 4, the end opposite the hole was ground 
to an edge. This specimen appears to be a perforated 
celt. All of these pendants show traces of red 
ochre. 
The mica consists of an irregularly shaped 
fragment about) x 2 inches. It does not appear to 
be cut. The two small pebbles do not· appear to be 
either worked or polished nor to have any traces of 
red ochre. They are, however, varigated in color 
and may have been included with the grave goods as 
charm stones. They may equally well have been pre-
sent naturally in the ground. 
one unworked and one partially polished frag-
ment of a poor grade of slate (sandstone in the re-
print) complete the inventory. One shows much and 
the other only a suggestion of red ochre. 
As indicated in the reprint all of the con-
tents of these graves were probably made of local 
materials. At least megascopically duplicate mater-
ials are available in Essex County. Red ochre is 
found at Beverly Farms. While the author does not 
feel that the steatite of the platform pipes looks 
particularly close to that from the Andover Quarry, 
there are two other possible sources of soapstone at 
no greater distance from Beverly. 
There are significant similarities in the 
artifacts from these Beverly graves to those reported 
by Jesse Brewer for a grave in Plymouth (An Import-
ant Burial from Plymouth, Massachusetts, Bulletin of 
~he Massachusetts Archaeological SOCiety, Oct. 1944, 
Volume VI, No.1, pp. 15-16) Both contained plat-
form pipes, decorated on the bottom of the base and 
drilled for repair, large chipped blades, small 
crudely made arrow points, large pendants with not-
ches at the hole end, grooved rubbing stones or hones, 
two smooth ' pebbles, and red ochre. There are also 
some differences such as the incised stone from 
Beverly, different rim decoration of the pipes, and 
greater number and range of shapes of projectile 
points from Plymouth. The similarities appear to out-
weigh the differences and to indicate a cultural 
affinity. 
Andover, Massachusetts 
January ), 1947 
FINDS AT AN AURIGNACIAN STATION IN DETMOLD, GERMANY 
Lawrence K. Gahan 
In April, 1945, following the collapse of the 
main German armies, my military duties brought me to 
Detmold, in the province of Lippe, Germany. The town 
is the capital of Lippe, and is chiefly famous as 
being near the site of the battle of the Teutoburger 
Wald, where Arminius destroyed the Roman legions under 
Varus. The dominating feature of the landscape, for 
miles, is an immense statue of this same Arminius, or 
Herman, which is perched atop a hill a lxttle to the 
south of the city. 
Detmold is situated in northwestern Germany, 
about a hundred ten miles east of the Netherlands 
border and a hundred twenty or twenty-five miles due 
south of Bremen. It is of no military value, except 
that a not-so-important airport but a very important 
technical school for the Luftwaffe was located on the 
outskirts of the town, to the north. The military 
installations covered an area a little more than a 
kilometer long, from east to west, by a little less 
than a kilometer wide, the area being nearly rectan-
gular. The land slopes gently to the northwest, form-
ing one side of the valley of a small brook wr~ch, 
at the field, flowed nearly due west. At some time 
in the distant past that brook, or ~large extinct 
tributary of it, had flowed diagonally across what is 
now the airfield, on a northwesterly course, cutting 
the field at approximately the halfway marks on the 
east and north sides. Nearly halfway down the south 
line of the field there was at one time a large spring 
or small pond, now represented by a deposit of black 
muck. The soil is loess, covering bedrock at six to 
eight feet. The bedrock is a reddish mica schist. 
Just prior to our arrival the Germans had been 
preparing a splendid reception for us, but the tanks 
and infantry got there a little too swiftly and the 
plans did not materialize. FiTeworks had been in-
tended, in the form of hundreds of mines, which were 
neatly stacked up against the walls of the buildings. 
But the holes for these mines were there, fifteen 
inches across, eighteen to twenty inches deep, with 
the dirt at their sides, unspread. There were other 
holes, too, of varying sizes and depths; holes and 
trenches for personnel shelters, holes for gun em-
placements, holes for ammunition pits, and two 
beautiful big ones evidently intended for turntables 
of some kind. These holes were all new and unused; 
there had been no time for the Germans to really 
complete anything. As if there weren't enough ground 
disturbed, all the land around the barracks and 
school buildings had been ploughed for gardens, and 
I came on the spot with thousands of man-hours of hard 
labor all done for me. 
I had done a little searching elsewhere. I 
had found a few pieces in England; at the airfield at 
which I was stationed in Belgium I had found a few 
more, including some rather nice Mousterian specimens, 
but the opportunities for archaeological exploration 
for a soldier on active duty are few and far between. 
At Detmold, for the first time in months, my duties 
allowed me a few spare hours a day, and I began search-
ing the ploughed areas, looking for neolithic arti-
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facts. I didn't find anything but a few flint chips 
and had decided there was nothing ~rth looking for, 
when I chanced by a hole which had been sunk into 
the bed of the extinct brook. The snad attracted 
my attention, and as I examined it, I noticed some 
chips in it, and, partly covered by it, an implement. 
It took me some little time, after poking around the 
holes a bit, to realize that I was not dealing with 
neolithic rejects, but with palaeolithic material. 
This realization was crystallized by the fact that 
the deeper the holes went into the earth the more 
numerous the specimens became. After a couple of 
days searching I had, discovered that I could classify 
them into definite types. Frankly, at first I didn't 
know what I had. I hadn't done any reading on the 
European stone age for years and the only collections 
I had been interested in were those of Neolithic 
material. I also had the idea that one went pretty 
deep for palaeoliths--into caves, and railway cuts 
and along river terraces--disregarding the fact that 
erosion is always at work on soft land on a hillside. 
I collected perhaps a hundred good specimens--
I cannot be exact because a number were broken in 
shipping. The wear and tear of ages did not proove 
nearly as destructive as t ,he army postal service; one 
of my boxes arrived with a hole in it through which 
a good many important fragments were lost. The 
specimens include coups-de-poing, discs, scrapers, 
knives, burins, stone balls, flakes, a cup, and a 
figurine. I did not have either time or opportunity 
to be scientific; I'd go out when off duty, poke 
through a pile of dirt, deepen a hole a bit, pick 
out the specimens and bring them in to my quarters. 
For every one I got I probably missed ten. I left 
some large hammers tones as they were too big, and 
some stone balls, of which I did not realize the 
significance, considering them as small hammerstones. 
I noticed especially two things-~first, that 
the specimens from the deeper holes were larger than 
those from the shallow ones, and that those from the 
bed of the extinct brook were of a much glossier 
patination. In form, a couple of the specimens from 
the bed of the brook resemble the rostro-carinate 
eolithic type, but of course I am not claiming them 
as such. I mention them here because a French 
archaeologist stated that there is a transition in 
form between eoliths and the later coup-de-poing, 
which statement seems to be reasonable to me, because 
I hav.e serveral specimens which could be links in 
such a transition. 
To finish up my story of the actual collect-
ing--I checked the occurrence of implements by dig-
ging a trench over six feet deep to bed-rock, much to 
the astonishment of the English, who looked as if 
they thought the sky was falling when they saw a 
sergeant apparently digging a latrine, and to the 
horror of the Russians whom we were feeding--they 
couldn't see why I didn't go over to the P.O.W. com--
pound and get a couple of 3.5. officers for my heavy 
work--and to the absolute ' disinterest of the Americans, 
who were used to the Air Corps members acting in a 
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peculiar manner, these being members of an organiza-
tion where authority went by the job, and not the rank. 
At onB time European archaeologists sharply 
divided the stone age into three periods: the palaeo-
lithic, divided into the older and later periods; 
and the neolithic, following it. There were sharp 
gaps between all three. That idea has changed, and 
transitional periods are now recognized, one of which, 
that between the Mousterian and Aurignician cultures, 
is represented by the material at the site at Detmold. 
It rr~y be well at this point to give a short recapi-
tulation of the palaeolithic European cultures, with 
their outstanding characteristics. 
CHELLEAN--Gore tools (coups-de-poing), rough scrapers 
and awls. Caves, river terraces, glacial drift. 
ACHEULEAN--5ame as above, but with considerable re-
finement of manufacture. 
MOUSTERIAN--Essentially a flake tool industry though 
the coup-de-poing persisted. Much more variety in 
tools, the smal ler being invariably made of a chip 
of which one side only was worked. 
AURIGNACIAN--The coup-de-poing disappears and a host 
of new forms, specialized for bone or wood-working, 
apoears. The implements occur not only in caves but 
in open stations. 
De Morgan says that the Mousterian implements 
occur contemporaneously with those of the two older 
cultures--it is evident that a considerable time must 
have elapsed before these cultures were replaced by 
the Mousterian. No skeletal remains are available 
to allow the determination of the race or races which 
produced the two older cultures, but the Mousterian 
has been definitely connected with Neanderthal man, 
a species entirely different from ours, Homo sapiens. 
In spite of denials that there was any relationship 
between the two species, or that one could have de-
veloped from the other, a transition exists in the 
matter of implements. 
Here let me backtrack a little to state that 
the Aurignacian culture, which succeeded the Mouster-
ian, was the work, and the first work nknow, of ~ 
sapiens. These remarks are pertinent here in that 
the Detmold implements belong to the period transi-
tional between upper Mousterian and lower Aurignacian. 
The Mousterian culture endured throughout the glacial 
period; as the ice age ended, it was succeeded by 
the Aurignacian, somewhere between eighteen and twenty-
five thousand years ago. As to the implements, I 
quote Burkitt, who speaks of the Audi rock shelter. 
~In the Dordogne, on layers containing late 
Mousterian industries, there rest beds which yield 
artifacts of quite a different character. A classic 
site is the rock-shelter of Audi not far from the ruin 
of the mediaeval castle at Les Eyzies. At first sight 
the new industry appears to show a very considerable 
falling off from the beautifully made though monoton-
ous late Mousterian implements. The tools are, for 
the most part, rough and poorly made. Many Mousterian 
types persist. We find a few small coups-de-poing, 
discs, side scrapers, Mousterian points and so on, but 
among these occur end-scrapers, gravers, and above 
all, Audi kniTe blades. In no sense of the word does 
the new industry represent an evolution from an 
earlier J.4ousterian one, but it would seem that the 
Mousterian culture was weakening rapidly and the 
newcomers were appearing on the scene. It is to 
these newcomers apparently that the introduction 
of the Audi knife blade and gravers is due. Whether 
in any given locality the industry of these times 
was made by degenerate Kousterians influenced by 
the newcomers, or by some of the newcomers moving in 
and influenced by the Mousterians around them it 
is difficult to say. The climatic conditions re-
mained very cold, and, taken as a whole, the faunal 
remains are fairly similiar to those found in 
Mousterian times except that now a good many red 
deer bones occur, which suggest that the sourround-
ings were somewhat less tundra-like. The Audi stage 
marks but a short transition when the older Moust-
erians and the new folk co-existed; soon the former 
disappeared altogether, and the higher culture held 
sway.~ 
Burkitt also mentions the occurrence of 
Mousterian tools at the base of the younger loess, 
and the occurrence of Aurignacian higher up, at 
!miens, France. At Thiede, near Braunsweig, Germany, 
a station has been reported as containing Mousterian 
and Aurignacian implements. I expended considerable 
time and effort in an attempt to find out more about 
this station, but was unsuccessful--Dsborn and 
McCurdy make only the barest references to it. Thiede, 
being near Braunsweig, is probably about a hundred 
miles east and a little north of Detmold. It is too 
small to have appeared on any of the maps of Germany 
which were available to me. 
However, Burkitt's description of the Audi 
f i nds fits nicely with the Detmold material, except 
for one thing, and that is the figurine. These are 
classed with later Aurignacian than the Detmold finds 
appear to be. It came from one of the small holes 
near the surface, and may actually be later than most 
of the other pieces. It is interesting to note, in 
connection with these figurines, which are thought 
to be connected with some fertility cult or worship, 
that the chaldean representations of Nana, or Arstarte, 
show the hands in the same position (under the 
breasts) as the Aurignacian figurines. 
Two other items deserve special mention, 
apart from the other specimens. One of these is the 
cup, which is half of a split flint geode, with 
two notches knocked off the under surface to afford 
a finger grip. De Morgan mentions split flint 
geodes from Aurignacian caves, in a half-hearted 
guess that they might be the precursors of pottery. 
The other item is the flint ball. Such balls have 
been found in groups of three in Aurignacian caves; 
it has been suggested that they might have been 
throwing weapens, like the gaucho bolas. I have two 
only, but I left several behind me. 
That the implements were manufactured on the 
site was evident from the great numbers of chips 
and fragments of flint. Undoubtedly many of these 
fragments performed some use as implements, but due 
to the general crudity of the assemblage it is rather 
hard to tell which were used and which not, except 
as specialized forms are noted. The technique in 
manufacture seemed to consist of shattering a flint 
block, and then picking out the pieces which ap-
proximated the size and shape desired, which were then 
used after being worked upon very little. There are, 
however, some very nicely worked specimens, especially 
some of the larger scrapers and end scrapers, but the 
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burins and gravers are mostly crude, and formed more 
by accident than design. The coups-de-poing are also 
for the most part crude affairs. These coups-de-poing 
came without exception from the deeper holes, as did 
most of the larger pieces, while the better gravers 
and end scrapers came from the smaller holes near the 
surface. Under the circumstances in which the finds 
were made it is impossible to give the exact depth 
at which any given piece occurred originally, but as 
the dirt was thrown on one side at nearly every hole, 
it was a fair assumption that the dirt at the top of 
of the pile came from near the bottom of the hole. 
I have not, at present, prepared a complete 
list of specimens, as I feel that the classifica-
tion should be left to more expert hands than 
mine. I feel that the site is an important one, 
existing as it does so far to the north, and the 
material is abundant enough and the area is large 
enough to justify further exploration, which I 
leave for someone else. 
Worcester, Mass. 
October 1946 
POTTERY TRAITS OF THE PLYMOUTH DISTRICT 
Charles F. Sherman 
On the northern Plains, in the vicinity of 
Lake Winnipeg, there was a tribe who were called the 
Assiniboin. The name was derived from the Chippewa 
which means ~he cooks with stones",so it was only 
natural for the first whites to translate it into 
~Stone-boilersn. The Assiniboins, or Stone-boilers, 
who were a member of the great Siouan linguistic 
stock and a branch of the yanktonai Sioux, were so 
called because of their singular mode of boiling meat. 
In order to boil meat, these people first dug a hole 
in the ground about the size of a common pot, then 
pressed a piece of the hide of the animal into the 
hole, and filled it with water. The ~at to be boiled 
was then put in the water-filled hide. In a fire 
which was built nearby, stones were heated to a red 
heat. When hot, these stones were successively put 
in the water until the meat was boiled. Catlin, in 
whose letters this information is contained, tells 
us that they were too rude and ignorant to make pots 
and that the Mandans later taught the Assiniboins 
the art of making pottery. 
This mode of cooking was probably employed by 
the eastern tribes before they made their soapstone 
vessels or, later, their ceramic pottery, if we may 
judge by the many fire stones found scattered around 
the various camp sites and in many plowed fields of 
this district. This method~ boiling food was out-
moded by steatite pots; later, when the Indians found 
out how to make ceramic pots, the use of steatite 
vessels was abandoned by the tribes who lived at a 
distance from the quarries. Clay was easily obtained 
in nearly every locality, and could be made into pots 
with less effort. In some localities the making of 
pottery was abandoned early in the 17th century. 
In writing of the pipes made by the Narragan-
sett Indians, William Wood st/Ys, in his "New Englands 
Prospect": "'lney make them of greene and some times 
blacke stone: they be much desired by our English 
tobaconnists, for their rarity, strength, handsome-
ness, and coolnesse. Hense likewise our Indians had 
their pots wherein they seeth their victuals before 
they knew the use of Brasse.~ And of their diet and 
cookery he writes, "For the ordering of their vic-
tuals, they boi1e or roast them, having large kettles 
which they traded for with the French long since, and 
doe still buy of the English as their needs requires, 
before they had sustantial earthen pots of their own 
making." 
Roger Williams writes, "The Women make all 
their earthen vessels." 
In this district, we find the native ware 
tempered with shell, grit, powdered and broken quartz 
and fibre and I firmly believe this is the order in 
which the ceramic art developed. The pots found 
at the lowest level in sites K-41-22 and M-41-66 
were decorated with a coarse cord marking from bottom 
to rim; the tempering was very large pieces of 
scallop shells at the Wareham site and equally large 
pieces of clam shell at the Plymouth site. Many 
fragments of shell in each pot reached a diameter 
of one-half inch; the size of these fra~ents would 
preclude the making of the vessels by the use of coils. 
The Wareham pot had a conical base and straight sides 
to the rim. The Plymouth pot had a slightly con- . 
stricted neck and out-curved rim. 
None of the sherds showed. any signs of coiled 
construction but had a tendency to flake and peel 
off very readily. The clay is poorly mixed and this 
feature, in addition to the large angular tempering 
particles, gives a laminated appearance to cross 
sections of sherds. 
The coarse cord-marked surface shows the use 
of a cord-wrapoed paddle during construction of the 
vessel. This point is brought up at this time to 
show the difference between the cord markings on 
these and later sherds. The cord markings are not 
continuous and the tempering material, which is 
close to the surface, shows through the markings. 
These pots were poorly fired and have little tensile 
strength. Color of the sherds is a dark gray. The 
interior surface is rough and covered in places with 
carbonized food particles. 
At site M-41-66 many steatite sherds were 
found, but there were very few of true ceramic pot-
tery. Two incised sherds found at this camp are 
worth mentioning. One bears a rocker pattern and 
the other, a continuous row of rectangles deeply 
impressed. Sherds with this design were also found 
at site M-41-22, near Plymouth. According to Ford 
and Quimby, writing in the report on the Tchefuncte 
culture. sherds with these two designs were assigned 
to Lake Borgne, incised: "The arrangement of panels 
filled with parallel lines on several sherds assigned 
to this type (Pl. 4, d) is similar to decorations 
on fibre-tempered ware from the Tick Island (Holmes, 
1894, Fig. 1) and Orange ~und (Holmes, 1894, Fi~. 
22) sites in Florida. At the latter site this f1bre-
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tempered ware was found above ten feet of midden de-
posit in which there was no pottery. The pecular line-
filled rectangular panel arrangement occasionally found 
on Lake florgne Incised is also found on rare vessels 
from Caddoan sites in southwest Arkansas (Harring-
ton, 1920, PIs. 56 B, 57 B). The accompanying mater-
ial definitely places these vessels in the Caddoan 
time horizon." 
At camp U-41-22, near Plymouth, sherds and 
large sections of pots have been found, bearing incis-
ed, punctate, and dentate designes, also coarse and 
fine cord markings, and plain unmarked exteriors. All 
the rim sherds from this site that have come to my 
attention have out-curved rims, some moderately and 
others more pronouncedly so. The tempering material 
in this native ware may be coarse or fine broken shel~ 
snad, grit, broken quartz and fibre. 
Colors range through dark and light gray, and 
buff, some sherds have a reddish tint. Texture varies 
from coarse to fine, but paste is well consolidated. 
Hardness also varies: many of the sherds are 
poorly fired and are very soft when damp, others are 
fired quite hard and can be handled when damp with 
little danger of crumbling, even when first removed 
from their resting place in the soil. 
As a rule a band of design is parallel to the 
rim and consists of horizontal or diagonal lines. 
Some designs have parallel diagonal lines spaced at 
equal intervals. One sherd has a plain exterior and 
a fine cord-marked interior. 'l'he three-quarter sec-
tion of pot shows the impression of finger tips on 
the inner side. A few sherds are polished on both 
sides and have been classified as belonging in Car-
lyle Smith's Classon Point Period. Thickness of the 
various sherds varies from 3/16 to 7/16 of-an inch. 
With the exception of two groups, the sherds 
do not show any signs of having been made by the 
coiled method of manufacture. One of these two groups 
was fibre-tempered and quite a few of the sherds 
have either a convex or concave edge, showing that a 
se~tion was added to the vessel as it ~as constructed. 
This might have been a coil but I am inclined to think 
it was just a strip or lump of clay added to pot as 
needed. Lets go back to the first two pots mentioned 
and consider the pieces of clam or scallop shell a 
half inch in diameter, surely they couldn't roll a 
coil with these large sharp parti~les and then squeeze 
them out to a thickness of 3/8 of an inch with their 
hands, and they would have to, to manufacture a vessel 
by the coiled method. I believe the process followed 
by certain Canadian tribes and described in Sagard's 
History of Canada, written in 1636 was much the same 
as that used by the tribes in this vicinity: "They 
are skillful in making good earthen pots which they 
harden very well on the hearth, and which are so 
strong that they do not, like our own, break over the 
fire when having no water in them. But they cannot 
sustain dampness nor cold water as long as our own." 
"They do not, like our own, break over the 
fire when having no water in them." As the pot was 
not fired hard, the clay had not fused and therefore 
it would not expand and contract with the heat and 
cold, where as the hard-fired English or French vess-
els could not expand without breaking." 
"But they cannot sustain dampness nor cold 
water as long as our own," is only further proof of 
the light firing. The clay was porous and would 
absorb the water and become weak; and, as the pres-
sure on the inside of the vessel was far greater 
than the atmospheric pressure, the vessel would col-
lapse. One can tell by the condition of the sher,ds 
when removed from the ground that the ware had not 
been hard fired as they are little stronger than the 
natural clay. 
Regarding the shaping of the pot, Sagard 
writes, "Then making the mass into the shape of a 
ball, they make an indentation with the fist, which 
they make continually larger by striking repeatedly 
on the outside with a little wooden paddle as much 
as is necessary to complete it." 
As previously mentioned the coarse cord-
marked design on the oldest pots was made with a cord-
wrapped paddle. I believe it must have been done dur-
ing construction of the vessel or very soon after the 
pot was constructed as they couldn't paddle the clay 
hard enough to make the impressions after the pot had 
dried and there doesn't appear to have been any ap-
plication of soft clay after the vessel was construc-
ted. Incised designes can be cut in pottery after the 
vessel is partially dried but punctate and dentate de-
signs have to be impressed when the clay is still 
moist. 
Many of the sherds found in this district have 
a thick layer of untempered clay on the exterior and 
some are also lined with the same material. It has 
been stated that this layer is to cover the seams 
between the coils. According to my theory, procedure 
was as follows: After the vessel was constructed, 
it was alled to dry hard. Then the pot was turned up-
side down, resting on its rim, and a mixture of clay 
and water of the consistancy of cream was poured over 
the base. Next, a round stick, the middle of which 
is wrapped with cord, was rolled from the top to the 
rim, as a cook rolls out dough. The clay moves down 
ahead of the roller, leaving the impression of the 
cord on the pot. This is shown by continuous cord 
marked lines. One of my sherd shows this sytem very 
plainly. It is quite obvious that the continuous cord 
marking could not be impressed while the pot was 
being constructed as the clay would have to be so 
moist it would not hold its shape, but would slump 
down in a mass. The above mentioned sherd has eight 
and nine parallel lines that were put on with an 
instrument like a comb wit? long flexible teeth that 
would adjust themselves to the various contours of the 
pot, especially around the neck and rim. 
I learned by experience that clay tempered with 
large or many shell particles can not be hard fired 
as the shell is converted to lime which gathers mois-
ture from the atmosphere after the pot has cooled. 
The moisture causes the lime to expand and soon the 
pot is broken in minute pieces. A loaf of clay temp-
ered with shell particles was excavated at site 
M-41-22;this clay was 4 inches above the glacial sand 
and was covered by a flat stone and 6 inches of brown 
soil. After keeping the cl,ay nearly a month I de-
cided to make a pot. This I fashioned to the best of 
my ability and considered how best to fire it. I 
finally decided it would be best to let the people at 
the pottery shop do the firing. They were agreeable 
but wanted a piece of the clay to see if it would take 
as much fire as the clay they were using. I had a 
small ball of clay left after making the pot and made 
a pipe bowl with it. I took this down to the Pottery 
Shop and they put it in the kiln and fired it with 
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1900 deg. F. of heat. It took the firing well and was 
as hard as brick. At home I placed it on a high shelf 
in a steam heated room and in five days it was cracked 
and broken in many pieces. The,yfired the pot with the 
same temperature two days earlier than they expected. 
When I called for the pot it was well cracked and 
broke in many pieces after I took it home. This 
proves that the early shell tempered pots we find 
could not'be hard fired. Some of the hard fired 
sherds we find are tempered with shell but the part-
icles are very small and few in number. 
Plymouth, Massachusetts 
October, 1946 
'NOTES ON THE ENVIRONMENT 01 NEW ENGLAND 
Douglas S. Byers 
In our considerations of the prehistory of 
Massachusetts and the surrounding regions comprised 
in New England we are often accustomed to attribute 
to the Indians abilities far beyond their powers, 
and hard and fast customs which may, in fact, exist 
only in our imaginations. We may forget the poten-
tialities and limitations which the unexploited 
country presented to primitive man, and we may over-
look resources which are now of no significance be-
cause of changes wrought by exploitation of the land 
or the development of richer deposits beyond our im-
mediate ken. 
As some slight information as to primitive 
conditions may be gained from a perusual of such 
works as the accounts of early travellers or of 
recent researches, I have had the temerity to set 
down here these observations which are, at best, in-
complete. It is not possible in such limited space 
to take note of every minor variation from the general 
picture. 
To begin with, the land on which we live is 
for the most part an old land, its hills and mountains 
resulting from the erosion of less resistant rock 
from among the roots of once-lofty ranges. From the 
hilltops we observe the general uniformity of the 
summits of surrounding hard rock hills, a relic of 
the plain that existed before the land surface was 
tilted once again and rivers woke to new strength to 
deepen their channels. Our heritage from the suc-
cessive cycles of uplift and erosion are the rough 
stony hillsides. In the course of time most of the 
relatively small areas of sedimentary rock in which 
cherts might be expected to occur have been deformed 
and metamorphosed. As a result, such materials are 
not commonly found in the country rock of New England. 
Nevertheless beds of silicious stones, the group in-
cluding the jaspers, chalcedony and chert, are known. 
B. K. Emerson mentions one in the town of Conway, 
Massachusetts, and there is an outcropping of much-
faulted jasper or jaspelite in the town of Saugus. 
Because of this paucity of silicious stones primitive 
man was frequently forced to turn to igneous rocks, 
including felsites, often of porphyritic structure, 
or to quartz for material from which to make his 
chipped implements. 
Trade is frequently invoked to explain the 
presence of copper objects in New England. However 
copper nuggets have been found in New England, for 
they occur in connection with the ancient lavas of the 
Connecticut Valley. B. K. Emerson and J. F. 
Schairer have reported them as occurring in the towns 
of Whately, ~ssachusetts, and Cheshire, Mount 
Carmel, Simsbury, Granby, Bristol, South Meriden, 
and New Haven, Connecticut. A nugget weighing 200 
pounds which was found in glacial gravels near New 
Haven, and now in the Peabody Museum of Yale, is pre-
sumed to have been plucked from one of these deposits 
by the advancing ice. 
Glacial ice did much to alter the land surface. 
lt ground its way southward scouring the face of the 
land with boulders imbedded in the bottom of the 
sheet, depositing a mantle of rock flour, sand, anc' 
gravel of varying thickness over the country, in some 
cases scooping out lake baSins, in others, damming 
or diverting streams. Glacial action transported a 
boulder of foreign rock to the summit of Mount Wash-
ington, a clear indication of the depth of the ice. 
The slow march of the ice sheet also transported 
useful rocks for great distances from their parent 
outcrop: the boulder train of Kineo felsite can be 
traced from Mount Kineo to the sea and onto the is-
lands in the area near and east of Penobscot Bay: 
Dr. Howe has traced the train of Hingham red felsite 
across a portion of Norfolk and Plymouth counties in 
Massachusetts. With such a variety of material al-
ready present among the glacial debris it seems un-
necessary to conjure up long overland journeys to 
procure what the ice had already transported. No 
Indian in his right mind would journey to Mount 
Kineo to get felsite that might be had among the 
glacial boulders on the shore. The same might be 
said for the jaspers and cherts which also occur oc-
casionally in glacial gravels. 
The highlands of New England are so familiar 
to us that they need no extensive comment, yet it 
would be well to recall that there are two belts of 
upland on either side of the valley of the Connecticut 
that on the west formed by the Green Mountains and 
their extension southward through the Berkshire Hills 
of western' Massachusetts and Connecticut, with an 
other on the east comprising the White Mountains of 
Maine and New Hampshire and their southern outliers, 
and the hills of eastern Massachusetts and Connecti-
cut. There are also scattered mountains in Maine 
among which there are elevated regions of limited 
extent. 
These are chiefly of interest as they provide 
differences in temperature and climate which were re-
flected in the forests which clothed the region. If 
we go north of the border into Quebec we find upland 
or mountainous country extending from the mountains 
of Vermont, New Hampshire, and western ,Maine and 
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swinging northeastward from the Champlain lowland to-
ward the Gasne Peninsula. The Champlain lowland and 
the ever-narrowing plain extending eastward along 
the St. Lawrence form a very different belt, from the 
point of view of climate and topography. 
Because of differences in elevation and ex-
posure the forests of New England presented an ex-
ceedingly complex picture. Add to this possible com-
plicating factors from the point of view of differ-
ences in soil and water supply and the picture be-
comes well-nigh impossible to outline in such an 
article as this. It will suffice to say that the so-
called central hardwoods, the forest of oaks chestnut 
and hickory, wer'e found throughout Connecticut and 
Rhode Island and extending up the eastern coast of 
Massachusetts. Valleys offer suitable conditions for 
a more northerly extension of this forest, a s may be 
seen in the Hudson and Connecticut valleys, while 
ridges of sufficient altitude to afford some degree 
of temperature difference permit a more southward ex-
tension of the next more northerly type. 
A forest composed of white pine and "transi-
tional hardwoods" occupies the valley of the Connec-
ticut from the vicinity of Holyoke northward to a 
point somewhat above the mouth of the Ammonoosuc, ex-
tends over nearly all of Massachusetts and northeast-
ward between the mountains and the sea through sou-
thern Maine and along the coast to the Penobscot, 
which it follows northward approximately as far as 
the Mattawamkea~. 
Throubhout the higher regions of northern 
Maine, along the backbone of the Green Mountains, 
through the higher parts of the White Mountains, and 
in eastern Maine, is a forest composed principally 
of spruce and fir, but with other conifers and cer-
tain hardwoods intermixed. These areas are covered 
by tongues of the great spruce-fir forest of the far 
north. 
In the intervening area, between the spruce-
fir forest, and the white pine-transitional hardwood 
forest, is a forest composed principally of the 
"northern hardwoods" -- beech, yellow and white birch, 
sugar maple, with a scattering of ironwood, basswood, 
elm, ash, black birch and red oak. 
It will, perhaps, help to clarify the general 
arrangement in one's mind ,to turn to Figure 11, a 
map prepared by Dr. Hugh M. Haup, and reproduced here 
by his permission. 
It should be pointed out that in most of the 
area there is no such thing as a "pure stand" save 
as human or natural clearings have occurred to offer 
opportunities for the simultaneous or 0rogressive 
seeding of an aggressive form that is able to estab-
lish itself more successfully under prevailing con-
ditions than competing forms. As a case in point we 
may name large stands of white pine on burned-over 
gravelly soil. Forests are composed of numberless 
inter-related communities of trees which have become 
extablished for a variety of reasons, among them ex-
posure, shade, water supply, drainage, and character 
of the underlying soil. By the same token, it should 
be pointed out that southern forms will be found 
north of their arbitrary limits if one looks in shel-
tered spots, particularly on the southern sides of 
hillsides, while northern forms will be found well to 
the south of arbitrary limits, especialLy on the 
north sides of hills, or on the shaded southern banks 
of ~eep ravines or steep-sided valleys. 
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Fig. 11--. Distribution of Forests in New England. 
After a map prepared by Dr. Hugh M. Haup, with 
modifications from one prepared by the New England 
Section of the Society of American Foresters. 
The study of the forests which formerly 
clothed the region is of interest only in so far 
as it casts light on the conditions under which the 
Indians lived. If we may quote from Champlain's 
narrative of his voyage of 1606, at the end of the 
part having to do with his stay at Gloucester: 
"Some of the land was already cleared up 
and they were constantly making clearings. Their 
mode of doing this is as follows: after cutting down 
the trees at the distance of three feet-from the 
ground, they burn the branches upon the trunk, and 
then plant the corn between these stumps, in course 
of time tearing up also the roots. There are like-
wise fine meadows here, capable of supporting a 
lar6e number of cattle." 
We must remember that the Indians had dif-
ficulty in clearing land. In the vicinity of 
Plymouth this appears to have lead to the discovery 
of the usefulness of fish as fertilizer, for 
Squanto told the Pilgrims that "except they got fish 
and set with it (in these old grounds) it [their 
corn) would come to nothing." Bradford goes on to 
tell us that where an abundance of fish' for fertil-
izer was not available the Indians could clear up 
a piece, plant eight or ten years, and still have 
good crops. 
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The difficulties of opening and maintaing 
a clearing in the several types of forest are to be 
considered. So, also, is the type of soil to be found 
under the forest and the type of litter which lies 
unaer the trees. By and large, the hardwood forests 
offer the most ideal type of clearing. They produce 
a soil which is richer in plant food and less acid 
than the podzols which form under the conifers. 
Fig. 12--Available Growing Season in Four-Fifths of 
the Years. Isothermal zones are general indications 
only; factors of local influence not taken into ac-
count. Based on a map prepared by the Eastern States 
Farmers Exchange. 
Consider again the length of the growing sea-
son and the character of the summer. A minimum of 
100 consecutive frost-free days is generally accepted 
as having been required to develope and mature the 
Indian types of corn. If we observe the accompanying 
map, we see that our limiting number of frost-free 
days comes remarkably close to being ' the same as the 
bounaary of our spruce-fir forest. Along the coast 
of Maine, east of Penobscot Bay, where the conicid-
ence is not so close, we find that the summers are 
cooler, and that in August fogs are apt to come in. 
Kxcept for the varieties of corn that are quick grow-
ers, it is not always possible to ripen corn along 
this belt. 
Exceptions to 6eneralities usually occur, and 
this is but a case in point. Although we may say that, 
in general, agriculture based on corn is not possible 
beyond certain limits, one will find sheltered spots 
with good air drainage where corn will grow and mature 
within the regions here designated as impossible for 
corn agriculture. But because of the fact that this 
is not the general rule, one can assert that these 
regions are not suited to a culture based on the grow-
ing of maize. Taking into account such factors as we 
have considered, I have prepared a map (Figure 13) of 
the several zones into which New England may be div-
ided with respect to the practice of primitive agri-
culture. 
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Fig~ l3--Areas suitable for primitive agriculture in 
New England. 
Many early writers have referred to the In-
dians' custom of burning the woods in order to main-
tain an open forest for ease in hunting. The re-
sults were to weed out the more fire-susceptible 
trees, and to establish the fire-resistant species. 
The custom was continued by the colonists until laws 
were passed, first, limiting such burning to the per-
iod between March 10 and April 30, and then, in 1743, 
prohibitin5 the practice entirely. Further reference 
to the fcrest cover and its resources will be found 
in my paper on "The Environment of the Northwest" in 
Man in Northeastp.rn North America, from which most of 
the matter is this article is taken. 
This paper is intended to point out the basic 
factors limiting the economy of the people who lived 
in New England. Consequent results on density of 
population and on social organization may be expected 
to show division along roughly identical lines. 
Andover, Massachusetts 
January 1947 
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